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Abstract. Java Bytecode is applied on a large variety of different architectures. Still, one problem arising is verification of class files. This
is especially true for constrained devices like cell phones and embedded
systems. For larger programs the verification algorithm is costly in either
runtime or used memory. In this paper we present the basic principles
of type-separated bytecode and show how its properties can be used to
achieve a more efficient verification algorithm. Different techniques which
can significantly decrease time and memory consumption during the verification process without creating a substantial overhead in the program
file are illustrated and compared.
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Introduction

No other mobile code format reached such a popularity like Java bytecode. It
is used in many different domains although it has some serious flaws. The most
two important drawbacks are the space and time consuming verification process
and an intermediate representation which is difficult to optimize.
On modern computers the consumption of time and space during the verification process is mostly irrelevant. There is plenty of memory available and
computing power increases more and more. Indeed, the possibility of exploiting
the time behavior of the verification algorithm to mount an attack on virtual machines is existing [5], but on modern desktop computers this increase in time is
barely noticeable. Also, the increasing capabilities of personal computers lead to
many improvements to execute bytecode efficiently. Beside the formerly important interpretation there exist just-in-time (JIT) and adaptive compilers which
produce native machine code on the fly. The generated code is considerably faster
than interpreted execution, but these compilers have an noticeable overhead.
On constrained devices the situation is not as simple as on modern computers. Their computing power and memory have increased, too, but they have far
less ressources than their larger counterparts. The verification algorithm must
not excess available memory which is just a fraction of the amount usable on
desktop systems. Because of the low computing power the time spend during
verification is also a multiple of the normal time used. These problems are not
completely solved, leading frequently to compromises where one ressource is exchanged with the other. To lower the verification time more space is needed [15]

and vice versa [2, 9]. Another difficult problem is program execution. Since modern JIT and adaptive compilers can often not be employed on constrained devices
interpretation is inevitable. Every single instruction takes up precious time, so it
would be helpful if optimizations could eliminate unnecessary operations. Using
different optimization frameworks like SOOT [17] this is partially feasible. But
more complex optimizations must be omitted since they cannot be transferred
to the virtual machine in a secure way.
In this paper we present the basic concepts of an alternative intermediate representation which is currently based on Java Bytecode. To obtain an overview of
current verification techniques section 2 presents related work. Our intermediate
representation is called Type-Separated Bytecode and will be briefly explained
in the following section 3. Using type-separation bytecode can be made more robust against manipulation and may be used to transport information for program
optimizations via verifiable program annotations. Afterwards, in section 4 we focus on different verification methods which can be used to verify type-separated
bytecode. The algorithms including runtime behavior and memory consumption
are illustrated. Concluding with section 5 we point to current tasks and future
research concerning our project.
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Related Work

Beside Java Bytecode there exist other techniques to transport mobile code
from one environment to another. For example there are syntaxoriented representations like Architecture Neutral Distribution Format (ANDF) [13], SlimBinaries [7] and SafeTSA [1] as well as proof carrying ones like Proof-CarryingCode (PCC) [12] and Typed Assembly Language (TAL) [11]. Although these
intermediate representations have advantages their use is not widespread, at
least not commercial.
One mobile code representation similar to Java Bytecode is the Common
Intermediate Language (as part of the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI)
[4]). It was developed as a more sophisticated intermediate representation and
is mainly used with Microsofts .NET environment. Therefore, although it obtains more and more attention, this language is mainly used on windows-based
computers.
Currently, Java Bytecode is still one of the primarily used mobile code representations for transmitting program code. During this transfer the program
may be altered because of transmission errors or even manipulation. To guarantee that language properties remain intact each program is checked for integrity
using a verification algorithm. Besides structural and logical correctness this
algorithm also verifies that type and reference safety is ensured [10].
Each verification of program code usually starts by utilizing a data flow
algorithm. The complexity class of the standard algorithm is O(n2 ) with n being
the number of code instructions. Additionally, a lot of memory is needed to store
the states of the stack and register set at each control flow node. Especially for
programs with many backward jumps the memory consumption rises quickly into

regions of thousands of bytes [8]. With this overhead the standard algorithm is
simply not suited for constrained devices.
Many workarounds were proposed to solve the time and memory issues. Reducing the time factor is mainly achieved using two approaches. The first one
deals with simplifying the bytecode, for example on the problem of subroutines [6, 16], while the second one tries to speed up the verification process, e.g.
with modified algorithms or by adding special information to the bytecode [3,
15, 14]. These techniques can reduce the amount of verification time, but as
a compromise the program size increases due to restructuring code or adding
additional information.
Memory consumption during verification is also targeted by various researchers. Since this problem emerges particularly on constrained devices many solutions are mainly for these environments although they can be used for other
systems, too. To reduce memory usage one can use special requirements or constraints for the program code, leading to simpler code with less control points [9].
Another technique modifies the algorithm and uses multiple verification passes,
each solving subproblems [2]. While conserving main memory these techniques
often lead to increases in code size or verification time.

3

Type-Separated Bytecode

Java Bytecode belongs to the stack based intermediate representations. It has one
stack and register set which are untyped. Hence, the stack and every register can
contain any in the program existing type. To guarantee type safety a verification
algorithm has to check that all types are used correctly. Further, the algorithm
has to remember the type of each value on the stack or in the registers, inferring
types if necessary. This process is mostly time and memory consuming, especially
if different stack and register states must be merged.
Type inference during abstract interpretation can be avoided if the idea
of type-separation is used. Amme et al. [1] present a mobile code representation which uses type-separation but is based on static single assignment form.
Hence, we apply this technique to normal bytecode. The basic idea behind typeseparation is to separate every single type from all different types. Thus, instead
of having one untyped stack we have as many stacks as types exist, each associated with its appropriate type. To work with these stacks we must also have
typed register sets, again one for each type. Each instruction knows per se where
the operands of an operation must come from and the result should go to. Because of this property it is not possible to undermine the type system, thus the
type-separated bytecode becomes type secure.
In figure 1 a piece of a Java program is shown with its corresponding typeseparated bytecode. To visualize type separation the verification process is displayed for each bytecode line. In this program four types are used: int, String,
Object and [Object (an array of Object). Two of the types have associated register sets, namely type int has two registers int0 and int1 whereas type [Object
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Java Program Code
Object list[] = new Object[10];
for (int i = 0; i < list.length; i++)
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Fig. 1. Verification of Type-Separated Bytecode

has one [ Object0 . The remaining types do not need a register since values are
never stored.
During standard verification only the height of the stacks and the register
status (if a value was written into it) is important. The type of the value used
in an instruction is always known. For example, the instruction 52 pushes an
integer value on the int stack (increasing the stack height) and instruction 72
transfers a value from one stack to another. In the latter case it must be checked
that this cast is possible (using a downcast this check can be done statically)
and that a value is available.

4

Verification of Type-Separated Bytecode

In the following subsections we present the verification algorithm for typeseparated bytecode. First, the base algorithm is given. To improve time and
memory consumption it is further refined and additional techniques are shown.

Therefore, the last verification algorithm presented is currently the most effective
one for type-separated bytecode.
4.1

Basic Verification

The algorithm for the normal verification of type-separated bytecode is closely
related to the standard algorithm which is used for Java Bytecode verification.
It is a simple data flow analysis (DFA) where each instruction is simulated on
an active map containing the stacks and corresponding register sets. Depending
on the instruction it is verified that no stack can over- or underflow and only
registers which do exist and are properly initialized are accessed. To simplify the
DFA no subroutines (bytecode instructions jsr/ret) are allowed and therefore
these are resolved during code generation.
finish = false
get first instruction
initialize active map
{{
if (map exists at instruction)
join current map and stored one
if (not possible)
abort verification
if (map has changed)
make joined map the active one
unmark instruction
simulate instruction
if (error during simulation)
abort verification with error
if (instruction exits cflow)
finish = true
if (instruction is branch)
if (target has a map)
join current and target maps
if (not possible)
abort verification
if (map has changed)
mark target instruction
store joined map at target
else /* no map present */
store active map at target
mark target instruction
get following instruction
} while (finish is false)
if (marked instruction exist)
get marked instruction
unmark instruction
make stored map the active one
finish = false
} while (finish is false)

Fig. 2. Standard Verification Algorithm

finish = false
mark all instructions with maps
get first instruction
initialize active map
{{
if (map exists at instruction)
join current map and stored one
if (not possible)
abort verification
if (map has changed)
abort verification
unmark instruction
simulate instruction
if (error during simulation)
abort verification with error
if (instruction exits cflow)
finish = true
if (instruction is branch)
if (target has a map)
join current and target maps
if (not possible)
abort verification
if (map has changed)
abort verification
else /* no map present */
abort verification
get following instruction
} while (finish is false)
if (marked instruction exist)
get marked instruction
unmark instruction
make stored map the active one
finish = false
} while (finish is false)

Fig. 3. StackMap-Based Algorithm

In figure 2 the base algorithm is outlined. It uses one active map (named
current map) where all simulation of currently processed instructions occurs.
Additionally, for each jump target another map is stored which contains the (data

flow) input to this instruction. If such an instruction is reached during normal
verification either the active map is stored at the target and the instruction
is marked for further verification or a join between the stored and the active
map occurs. Should a join not be possible (perhaps since stack sizes differ) the
verification aborts. If the number of initialized registers in the active map is
smaller than those in the target map, the resulting map changes. In this case it
must be stored at the target and the destination instruction gets marked. This
guarantees that this program section is verified again with the recently stored
map. In case we encounter an instruction which ”exits control flow” (for example
returns and unconditional jumps) the verification for the currently processed
program section is finished and another marked instruction (if existing) must be
taken to continue verification.
Relying on a data flow analysis without special modifications is costly. Since
a fixpoint cannot always be reached in one iteration it is possible that multiple
iterations occur. Therefore, the worst case runtime is O(n2 ). This circumstance
does not happen very often, in most cases two to three iterations are sufficient.
The advantage with type separation is that since no type inference is needed
additional passes cost less time than with type inference.
Another important point with data flow analysis is memory consumption.
For our verification algorithm we need for each type in the method to verify
one byte for the stack height and one bit for each register used (for r registers
these are (r + 7)/8 = n bytes). A map now contains this information for all
necessary types. During verification at least one map is needed to simulate the
instructions. Besides this active map one needs to store a map at each jump
target (where control flow splits or merges). Since the amount of jump targets
can get very large a lot of memory may be consumed. This makes the algorithm
not a suitable candidate for verification on constrained devices.
4.2

StackMap-Based Verification

For constrained devices and upcoming in the newest JDK the verification algorithm is splitted into two parts: one at the producer and one at the consumer
side. At the producer side after doing a normal verification information regarding
the fixpoint of the data flow analysis is added to the program. This information
can be used one the consumer side to do a verification where multiple iterations
can no longer occur since always the least upper bound is annotated. If this is
not the case either the program or the map has been altered and the verification
aborts. Therefore, the worst case runtime of the verification algorithm is O(n)
and the memory consumption during verification can be significantly reduced
(see [15, 14]). It must be noted that the information added to the program code
can considerably increase the file size and should not be neglected.
The algorithm used for type-separated bytecode can also be adapted to the
stackmap approach (see figure 3). To be concrete, for each jump target the
incoming data for the DFA is added to the program. The worst case runtime is
also O(n). For verification one active map is needed, but other maps need not to
be saved. If another map exists at an instruction this map has been annotated by

the code producer. A merge between the active and the stored map still occurs,
but the merge must not yield a different map. After merging, the transmitted
map for this instruction is loaded and the verification continues with this map.
Another advantage using this approach is based on the fact that annotated
stackmaps only need to be read. This is important for constrained devices. Since
no writing occurs the maps can be stored in persistent memory and precious
scratch memory is saved. The main disadvantage is that the stackmaps can
increase file size considerably. Stackmaps for Java Bytecode can easily result in
overheads of approximately 20% [8]. But in contrast to normal stackmap-based
verification our algorithm should be faster again since no type inference need to
be done.
4.3

Verification Using Constraints

To improve the verification process constraints can be made for bytecode. For
example typical constraints are preinitialized registers and empty stacks at branches [9]. Fortunately, these constraints can also be used with type-separated
bytecode and enable a large performance boost to the verification.
Preinitialized Registers Having preinitialized registers simply means that all
registers (except those holding parameter values) are initialized with a neutral
value prior entering the method (for example zero for primitive types and null
for reference types). This is a constraint the virtual machine must ensure. It
is not needed to store neutral values ”by hand” into registers, simply zeroing
the memory for the registers suffices. If a register is read though no value has
been stored into it, the neutral value is taken. This value has always the type
associated with the register. Hence, no type violation can occur. If the value is
of reference type any access is preceded by a nullcheck so once again type safety
is not broken.
If we use preinitialized registers with type-separated bytecode two important
overheads are eliminated. First, we do not need to check if a register is initialized.
Other checks like type of register can be omitted too, since the type of the
register set is always known. Second, since we do not need to consider the status
of registers we do not have to store them, resulting in less memory wasting. The
remaining issue which still has to be done for registers is to check that only the
given amount of registers is used.
Preinitialized registers also induce a reduction in verification runtime. Using
type-separated bytecode multiple verification passes can only occur when two
maps are joined and the resulting map has less initialized registers than the
stored map. Since we do not need to examine registers at all there is no way
multiple iterations can occur. Therefore, the worst case runtime for an algorithm implementing preinitialized registers is O(n). Additionally, the memory
consumption is reduced. All maps used during verification just have to store the
stack height for each type. Thus, the verifier needs for a method with t types, j
jump targets and one active map t ∗ j + t bytes.

Empty Stacks at Branches In general it is possible that at branch instructions and branch targets the stack is not empty. During normal bytecode verification both stacks (the incoming and the stored one) must be merged which is
a costly process. Type-separated bytecode simplyfies this matter a lot since it
must only be assured that the stack heights for identical types are equal. If it
is known that the stack heights at branches are zero it is sufficient to compare
each stack with zero. It is no longer required to store the stack heights at the
branches. Still, we need some memory to store the positions of branch targets
(to check if stacks are essentially zero) and if no other constraints are active we
must store the used registers.
Using just empty stacks at branches does not solve the problem of multiple iterations. Therefore, the worst case verification runtime is O(n2 ). Memory
consumption is slightly lower than verification without constraints, but still is
too much for constrained devices. Since most of the time the stack is empty at
branch targets, the program code overhead for this constraint is very low. If the
stack is not empty, all remaining values must be saved in registers before the
branch and restored afterwards. This results in a slight increase in program code.

Special Instructions In general, the verification algorithm needs to know were
jump targets are. At these points control flow typical merges which results in
verification states stored there. This information can be retrieved on the fly
(resulting in possibly multiple iteration passes) or in advance (traversing all
instructions once before verification).
Using special instructions at jump targets divides the program into basic blocks and for this reason precisely reveals branch targets. Therefore, program code need not be traversed prior verification and multiple iterations can
be avoided. The verification algorithm must ensure that each instruction at a
branch target is indeed a special instruction. The instruction itself can simply
be skipped. All other verification parameters stay the same, except that the
program code increases by n bytes, where n is the number of jump targets.

Normal Code
09: . . .
10: iload 1
11: iload 2
12:
13:
16:
17:
20:

iadd
ifeq 20
iload 0
goto 11
iload 1

21: . . .

Modified Code
09: . . .
10: iload 1
11: jmp target
12: iload 2
13: iadd
14: ifeq 21
17: iload 0
18: goto 11
21: jmp target
22: iload 1
23: . . .

Fig. 4. Inserting Special Instructions

In figure 4 a piece of code is displayed. On the left is the unmodified program,
whereas on the right the instruction jmp target has been used as a branch target
marker. Since jmp target is embedded into the program code instruction numbers for targets have to be adjusted. Otherwise, the code is unchanged. It is now
possible to tell on the fly where basic blocks start and where for example verification maps should be stored. This gives a slight increase in performance, yet
the main characteristics of verification stay the same. It is also possible to store
the number of jmp targets into the class file for improved safety and memory
management.
4.4

Combining Multiple Techniques

Each previous mentioned constraint by itself has the potential to increase the
performance of verification. If all are combined the result is clearly noticeable.
The algorithm integrating all three presented constraints works as depicted in
figure 5.
start with first instruction
do
simulate instruction
if (error occurs during simulation)
abort verification
if (instruction is branch)
if (current stack is not empty)
abort verification
if (target is not jmp_target)
abort verification
if (instruction is unconditional
branch) AND (next instruction
is not jmp_target)
abort verification
else if (instruction is jmp_target)
if (current stack is not empty)
abort verification
else /* normal instruction */
/* no special treatment */
get next (in code order) instruction
while (instruction is available)
Fig. 5. Combined Verification Algorithm

Special instructions in the program code mark branch targets (instruction
jmp target). Although it is no longer needed to store anything at these points
(registers are preinitialized, stacks are empty) we still need to check wether the
stacks are essentially empty. Gathering this information during verification is
feasible because of the special instructions inserted.

To simulate instruction behavior a current map is needed. This is the only
map required for verification. In comparison to normal verification this map must
simply store the stack heights, any register status can be omitted since registers
are preinitialized.
Altogether the combined verification algorithm has a linear runtime with
worst case O(n) and a verification overhead of t bytes, where t is the number of
different types for the method verified (which in general are far less than 100).
The program code increases slightly by at least j bytes with j being the number
of jump targets and some additional bytes to guarantee the empty stacks.

5

Outlook

Currently, two main research areas are pursued. The first one deals with verification as stated in this paper. At this time, all algorithms for verification
of type-separated bytecode are implemented. Now, we will focus on exhaustive
evaluations regarding memory consumption and runtime behavior of the verification algorithms as well as measuring the program code overhead because of
the proposed constraints.
The second research area deals with execution of type-separated bytecode.
First analysis show that plain execution of type-separated bytecode takes roughly
the same time as execution of Java Bytecode. Yet, additional research to improve
the runtime performance and evaluations regarding memory consumption need
to be done.
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